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SUMMARY 
I am a UX Design Leader who believes in developing great teams that are passionate about creating awesome customer experiences through 
aligned, integrated and collaborative processes. My greatest asset is my ability to effectively create strategies that positively impact the 
larger corporate roadmap by maintaining a high attention to detail and efficient use of resources.   
 
EXPERIENCE 
07.2017 to 01.2018 Elementum  |   Sr. Manager UX 

Led the CoreUX design team in strategy, vision, planning and execution towards a scalable and consistent design system. 
Built a team that understands the value of a design system’s influence on customers and internal teams.  Developed and  
facilitated partnerships with other members of the R&D organization in product and development to build processes and 
tools for greater velocity and efficiency . 

 
09.2016 to 03.2017 GoPro  |   UX Design Operations Manager 

UX Design Leader who guided, mentored and supported designers by fostering a safe creative work environment. Responsible  
for establishing clear roles and responsibilities for level requirements and growth within the design org. Implemented effective  
strategic planning by aligning company goals and initiatives to user experience and design processes that allowed for  
iterative, consistent development. Influenced collaboration across groups providing insight, direction and clarity so teams  
could better align on requirements and experiences. 

 
10.2013 to 09.2016 GoPro  |   Creative Director of Visual Design 

Led and managed a visual design team that was comprised of visual designers and production engineers. Responsible for the  
visual language and implementation of all hardware  products. 

 
07.2012 to 10.2013 GoPro  |   Sr. Visual Designer 

Set the visual design direction for product user interfaces by collaboratively working with Interaction Designers and Product  
Managers. Established a visual framework that effectively communicated the features and functionalities of the product  
requirements. Visualized user personas and storyboarded use case scenarios. 

 
04.2005 to 07.2012 Lantech   |  Art Director 

Created and maintained brand guidelines. Developed video product marketing materials that included scripting,  
storyboarding, production shooting and post production editing and distribution. Product photography, including set prep,  
lighting and post editing. Designed and maintained all marketing materials, brochures, presentations, trade-show booth design  
and website elements. 

 
01.2004 to 04.2005 Sony Pictures   |  Sr. User Interface Designer 

Lead visual design and prototyping for the CRM platform developed under Sony Pictures. Responsibility included a visual  
design that adhered to Sony’s brand guidelines, CSS and XHTML Development for the web-based platform, conducted internal  
usability tests. Visual design for email marketing campaigns and newsletter templates for Sony Artists and  
Record Labels. 

 
10. 2002 to 01.2004 Sony Music   |  Graphic and Web Designer 

Visual design on Sony Music properties and sister properties on the CRM Marketing teams platform. Included the graphical  
interface, artist email marketing campaigns and newsletter templates. Created user guides, specifications and presentations  
that aided in training new clients at Sony Pictures and Sony Music International 

 
EDUCATION 

Studied Illustration at Ringling College of Art & Design in Sarasota, FL 


